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China’s top economic planner, issued new rules on the management of price indexes for key commodities and services as the government steps up supervision of the commodity market. Taking effect Aug.1, ...

Energy Insider: New Rules to Regulate Commodity Price Indexes; Power Consumption Jumps in Southern China
Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack is making it increasingly clear that he’s going to make it a priority to challenge the market power of big food processors and ag input suppliers. How far he ...

Daybreak June 16: Vilsack promises action on processing
Aggressive “Roadmap to 2025” refocuses on proactive efforts to boost plastics recycling and to accelerate the transition to a circular economy for plastics.

New 2025 Roadmap Fast Tracks U.S. Plastics Pact
Automotive currently is still an expanding market globally and drives innovation in a lot of other industry sectors such as aerospace and general manufacturing, so by association helps ... NH: For oil ...

Technical Q&A: Passing the inspection
Our roundup of the latest news from metro Detroit and Michigan businesses, including updates about the COVID-19 pandemic.

DBusiness Daily Update: Tenneco Unveils New Shocks for Trucks and SUVs, Detroit’s Kolene Acquires...
The U.S. Plastics Pact's focus on phasing out "problematic" plastics in packaging is drawing a strong pushback from resin makers, who see it as based more on ideology than science. But leaders of the ...

Resin industry faults Plastics Pact focus on ‘problematic' packaging
POWERGEN International, the world’s largest power generation event, is pleased to announce its 2022 theme of Destination 2050 as well as partnerships with the California Energy Storage Alliance ...

POWERGEN 2022: Road to Destination 2050 travels with H2, energy storage, EGSA & startups
Consumers are essentially picking up the tab for a slew of price hikes along the stressed food supply chain. Biggest boosts are on beef, chicken, pork and dairy products.

Buying groceries in Sonoma County takes a bigger bite out of your budget
The chip shortage has many complex causes, including the pandemic's disruption of microchip supply and demand.

What to know about the microchip shortage that closed the Alabama Hyundai plant
While a final draft is still being worked out, neither Republican-controlled chamber has shown support for forcing natural gas suppliers ... of the Texas Oil and Gas Association.

As Texas power grid reforms take shape, natural gas suppliers evade scrutiny
One of the north-east’s best-known businessmen, Jim Milne, has said he is confident the worst is now behind the Scottish engineering and ... aerospace and oil and gas industries, it says.

Balmoral Group’s Jim Milne takes inspiration in new report from Scottish Engineering
Relief to consumers from a reduction in goods and services tax (GST) on medical supplies could ... executive director, MVS Engineering Pvt. Ltd, which makes oxygen gas equipment.

Rate cut on devices may not offer relief to covid patients
This week in Washington IP news, the Senate Antitrust Committee looks at anti-competition issues in the smart home electronics industry, while the full Senate Judiciary Committee meets later in the ...

The Role of Patents in Innovation Policy, Final Public Roundtable on the Trademark Modernization Act, and Vetting CAFC Nominee Cunningham
The number of wind turbine suppliers, GWEC’s Market Intelligence ... Tzanakis at the public research university’s School of Engineering, Computing and Mathematics (ECM) scrutinized 11,500 ...

Changing Winds: Emerging Wind Turbine Technologies
salinisation of water supplies and other impacts on humans and ecological systems.” Champion: Charles Adler is a designer, entrepreneur, and co-founder of Kickstarter. Engineering and science must be ...

Seven ‘Technology Critical Targets’
In association withKPMG In a recent survey ... But what happens when you hit the gas pedal but haven’t secured everything else? Are you uneasy about the rate of AI adoption in your enterprise?

Embracing the rapid pace of AI
President Biden has set a goal to have a 50% reduction in emissions from the 2005 levels in economy-wide net greenhouse gas pollution ... (the top global equipment supplier) impact the growth ...

The POWER Interview: Solar Powers Onward
and National Union of Petroleum and Natural Gas (NUPENG), had cut electricity and petroleum product supplies to the state. Yesterday, aviation unions under the aegis of the National Union of Air ...

Labour shuts down Kaduna
Casella Waste Systems, in partnership with Rudarpa Inc., has officially broken ground on a renewable natural gas ... civil engineering at the University of Massachusetts in Lowell. The Northeastern ...
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